Abstract Supervised learning in neural networks based on the popular backpropagation method can be often trapped in a local minimum of the error function. The class of backpropagation-type training algorithms includes local minimization methods that have n o m e c hanism that allows them to escape the in uence of a local minimum. The existence of local minima is due to the fact that the error function is the superposition of nonlinear activation functions that may h a ve minima at di erent points, which sometimes results in a nonconvex error function. This work investigates the use of global search methods for batch-mode training of feedforward multilayer perceptrons. Global search methods are expected to lead to \optimal" or \near-optimal" weight con gurations by a l l o wing the neural network to escape local minima during training and, in that sense, they improve the e ciency of the learning process. The paper reviews the fundamentals of simulated annealing, genetic and evolutionary algorithms as well as some recently proposed de ection procedures. Simulations and comparisons are presented.
Introduction
In neural network training the objective is usually to minimize a cost function de ned as the multi{variable error function of the network. More speci cally, supervised training of a feed{forward neural network (FNN) can be viewed as the minimization of an error function that depends on the weights of the network 9]. This perspective gives some advantage to the development of e ective training algorithms, because the problem of minimizing a function is well known in the eld of numerical analysis.
It is well known that the supervised training using a Backpropagation (BP) based learning rule can be trapped in a local minimum of the error function 17]. Intuitively, the existence of local minima is due to the fact that the error function is the superposition of nonlinear activation functions that may have minima at di erent points, which sometimes results in a nonconvex error function 4]. The insu cient number of hidden nodes as well as improper initial weight settings can cause convergence to a local minimum, which prevents the network from learning the entire training set and results in inferior network performance. Gradient{based backpropagation training algorithms are local minimization methods and have no mechanism that allows them to escape the in uence of a local minimum.
Recently, several researchers have presented conditions on the network architecture, the training set and the initial weight v ector that allow B P to reach the optimal solution 4, 8, 22] . However, conditions such as the linear separability of the patterns and the pyramidal structure of the FNN 4] as well as the need for a great numberof hidden neurons (as many neurons as patterns to learn) make these interesting results not easily interpretable in practical situations even for simple problems. This paper presents techniques that alleviate the problem of occasional convergence to local minima in supervised training. Global search methods are expected to lead to \optimal" or \near-optimal" weight c o ngurations by a l l o wing the network to escape local minima during training. The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. In section 1 the training problem is formulated. In section 2 a recently proposed de ection procedure 10] is brie y presented. The fundamentals of simulated annealing 2, 3, 7] are presented in section 3, while genetic and evolutionary algorithms 12] are reviewed in section 4 and 5 respectively. Section 6 summarizes and discusses our results as well as presents simulations and comparisons with the standard backpropagation algorithm. where net l j is for the j-th neuron in the l-th layer (j = 1 : : : N l ), the sum of its weighted inputs. The weights from the i-th neuron at the (l ; 1) layer to the j-th neuron at the l-th layer are denoted by w l;1 l ij , y l j is the output of the j-th neuron that belongs to the l-th layer, and f(net l j ) i s t h e j-th's neuron activation function.
If there is a xed, nite set of input{output pairs, the square error over the training set, which c o n tains P representative cases, is:
This equation formulates the error function to be minimized, in which t j p speci es the desired response at the j{th neuron of the output layer at the input pattern p and y L j p is the output at the j{th neuron of the output layer L that depends on the weights of the network and is a nonlinear activation function, such as the well known sigmoid Attempts to speed up back{propagation training have been made by dynamically adapting the stepsize during training 9, 20], or by using second derivative related information 11, 13, 19] . However, these BP{ like training algorithms occasionally converge to local minima which a ect the e ciency of the learning process.
THE DEFLECTION PROCEDURE
It is well known that in order to minimize the error function E we The de ection procedure suggests to nd a \proper" S( ) s u c h t h a t F(w) will not have a m i n i m um at r i i = 1 : : : m while keeping all other minima of E locally \unchanged". In other words, we h a ve to construct functions S that provide F with the property t h a t any sequence of weights converging to r i (a local minimizer of E) will not produce a minimum of F at w = r i . In addition, this function F will retain all other minima of E. This is the de ection property 10], and, as it will beexplained below, the function: S(w r i i ) = t a n h ( i kw ; r i k) provides F with this property.
Let us assume that a local minimum r i has been determined, then E(w) tanh ( kw ; r i k) = E(w) (1.1) since the denominator tends to unity. This means that the error function remains unchanged in the whole weight s p a c e .
It is worth noticing that the e ect of the de ection procedure is problem{dependent and is related to the value of . For an arbitrary value of there is a small neighborhood R(r ) with center r and radius , with / ;1 , that for any x 2 R (r ) it holds that F(x) > E (x). To be more speci c, when the value of is small (say < 1) the denominator in the above relation becomes one for w \far" from r. Thus, the de ection procedure a ects a large neighborhoodaroundr in the weight space. On the other hand, when the value of is large, new local minima is possible to be created near the computed minimum r, l i k e a Mexican hat. These minima have function values greater than F(r) and can be easily avoided by taking a proper stepsize or by changing the value of . To better visualize the e ect of the de ection procedure, we p r o vide The plot of the original function is shown in Fig. 1.1 . The application of the de ection procedure for = 1 :5 is illustrated in Fig. 1 .2 (left) and for = 10 in Fig. 1 .2 (right) note the Mexican hat that is generated. Notice that the de ection procedure can be incorporated in any training algorithm to help escaping the in uence of local minima. In the experiments reported below, the classical BP method has beenequipped with the de ection procedure. The resulting scheme is named BP with de ection (BPD). 3.
THE SIMULATED ANNEALING Simulated Annealing (SA) 7] refers to the process in which random noise in a system is systematically decreased at a constant rate so as to enhance the response of the system. In the numerical optimization framework, SA is a procedure that has the capability to move out of regions near local minima. SA is based on random evaluations of the cost function, in such a w ay that transitions out of a local minimum are possible. It does not guarantee, of course, to nd the global minimum, but if the function has many good near{optimal solutions, it should nd one. In particular, the method is able to discriminate between \gross behavior" of the function and ner \wrinkles". First, it reaches an area in the function domain where a global minimum should be present, following the gross behavior irrespectively of small local minima found on the way. It then develops ner details, nding a good, near{optimal local minimum, if not the global minimum itself.
The performance of the SA 3], as observed on typical neural network training problems, is not the appropriate one. SA is characterized by the need for a numberoffunction evaluations greater than that commonly required for a single run of common training algorithms and by the absence of any derivative related information. In addition, the problem with minimizing the neural network error function is not the well de ned local minima but the broad regions that are nearly at. In this case. the so{called Metropolis move is not strong enough to move the algorithm out of these regions 21].
In 2], it has been suggested to incorporate SA in the weight update rule: w k+1 = w k ; rE(w k ) + nc2 ;dk where n is a constant controlling the initial intensity of the noise, c 2 (;0:5 +0:5) is a random number and d is the noise decay constant. In Supervised T raining Using Global Search Methods 9 our experiments we h a ve applied this technique for updating the weights from the beginning of the training as proposed by Burton et al. 2] . Alternatively, we update the weights using BP until convergence to a global or local minimum is achieved. In the latter case, we s w i t c h t o S A . This combined BP with SA is named BPSA.
GENETIC ALGORITHMS
Genetic Algorithms (GA) are simple and robust search algorithms based on the mechanics of natural selection and natural genetics. The mathematical framework of GAs was developed in the 1960s and is presented in Holland's pioneering book 5]. GAs have been used primarily in optimization and machine learning problems.
Brie y, a simple GA processes a nite population of xed length binary strings called genes. GAs have two basic operators, namely: crossover of genes and mutation for random change of genes. Another operator associated with each of these operators is the selection operator, which produces survival of the ttest in the GA. The crossover operator explores di erent structures by exchanging genes between two strings at a crossover position and the mutation operator is primarily used to escape the local minima in the weight space, by altering a bit position of the selected string thus introducing diversity in the population. The combined action of crossover and mutation is responsible for much o f t h e e ectiveness of GA's search. The parallel noise{tolerant nature of GAs, as well as their hill{climbing capability, m a k e GAs eminently suitable for training neural networks, as they seem to search the weight space eciently. The \Genetic Algorithm for Optimization Toolbox ( G A OT) " 6] has been used for the experiments reported in this paper. GAOT's default crossover and mutation schemes, and a real{valued encoding of the FNN's weights have been employed.
EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHMS
Evolutionary algorithms (EA) are stochastic search methods which mimic the metaphor of natural biological evolution. Evolutionary algorithms operate on a population of potential solutions applying the principle of survival of the ttest to produce better and better approximations to a solution. At e a c h generation, a new set of approximations is created by the process of selecting individuals according to their level of tness in the problem domain and breeding them together using operators borrowed from natural genetics. This process leads to the evolution of populations of individuals that are better suited to their environment than their progenitors, just as in natural adaptation.
To demonstrate the e ciency of the Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) in alleviating the local minima problem, we have used the Di 
EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
Several experiments have been performed to evaluate the training methods mentioned in the previous sections and compare their performance. Below, we exhibit preliminary results on two notorious for their local minima problems. The algorithms have beentested using initial weights chosen from the uniform distribution in the interval (;1 +1). Note that BPSA and BPD update the weights using BP until convergence to a global or local minimum is obtained: the weight v ector w k is considered as a global minimizer when E(w k ) 0:04. Convergence to a local minimizer is related to the magnitude of the gradient v ector, i.e. when the stopping condition jrE(w k )j 10 ;3 is met, w k is taken as a local minimizer r i of the error function E.
We call DE1 the algorithm that uses relation (1.2) as mutation operator, DE2 the algorithm that uses relation (1.3), and so on. We note here that a key feature of the GAs and the DE algorithms is that only error function values are needed. No gradient information is required, so there is no need of backward passes. We made no e ort to tune the mutation and crossover parameters, and respectively. We h a ve used the xed values = 0:5 and = 0:7, instead. The weight population size NP has been chosen to betwice the dimension of the problem, i.e. Table 1.1. 2) The three bit parity problem 17]: a 3{3{1 FNN receives eight, 3{ dimensional binary input patterns and must output an \1" if the inputs have a n o d d n umber of ones and \0" if the inputs have a n e v en numberof ones. T h i s i s a very di cult problem for an FNN because the network must determine the proper parity (the value at the output) for input patterns which di er only by Hamming distance 1. It is well known that the network's weight space contains \bad" local minima. The stepsize has beentaken equal to 0:5 and the heuristics for SA and BPSA have been tuned to n = 0 :1 and d = 0 :00025. In all instances, 100 simulations have run and the results are summarized in The results of Table 1 .1 suggest that combination of local and global search methods like BPSA and BPD provide a better probability of success than the BP. Note that the performance of SA is not the appropriate one although derivative related information has been used. On the other hand, BPD escapes local minima and converges to the global minimum in all cases. A consideration that is worth mentioning is that the numberof function evaluations in BPSA and BPD contains the additional evaluations required for BP to satisfy the local minima stopping condition. The results also indicate that the GA and the DE are promising Supervised T raining Using Global Search Methods 13 and e ective, even when compared with other methods that require the gradient of the error function, in addition to the error function values. For example, GAs as well as DE3 and DE4 have exhibited very good performance for the test problems considered. On the other hand, there have been cases where a discrepancy has beenfound in DE's behavior see for example DE5 and DE6. For a discussion on the generalization capabilities of the networks generated by the DE algorithms see 14, 15] .
In conclusion, global search methods provide techniques that alleviate the problem of occasional convergence to local minima in feedforward neural network training. Escaping from local minima is not always possible, however these methods exhibit a better chance in locating appropriate solutions and, in that sense, they improve the e ciency of the learning process. Preliminary results on two notorious for their local minima problems are promising.
